h266-2.cs.rutgers.edu -- CPU_TEMP
4 Hours (26.03.19 0:00 - 26.03.19 4:00)
Datasource CPU_Temp

h266-2.cs.rutgers.edu -- CPU_TEMP
25 Hours (25.03.19 3:00 - 26.03.19 4:00)
Datasource CPU_Temp

h266-2.cs.rutgers.edu -- CPU_TEMP
One Week (18.03.19 21:00 - 26.03.19 4:00)
Datasource CPU_Temp
h266-2.cs.rutgers.edu -- CPU_TEMP

One Month (22.02.19 3:00 - 26.03.19 4:00)
Datasource CPU_Temp

h266-2.cs.rutgers.edu -- CPU_TEMP

One Year (11.03.18 4:00 - 26.03.19 4:00)
Datasource CPU_Temp